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The 2017 Spring Legislative Session:
Medications For Community Association Corruption
(May Have Serious Side Effects)
By David B. Haber, Jonathan Goldstein, & Alexander G. Leon
Consumer protection for community association members from board or management
corruption is the most dominant theme of the pending legislative session. The following
is an overview of proposed legislation as of March 29, 2017.

Liability for Directors, Officers, and Management Companies (SB
1682, HB 1237, SB 1258, and HB 1001)
This proposed legislation was prompted by a Grand Jury Report issued after MiamiDade County State Attorney Katherine Fernandez Rundle investigated complaints of
alleged widespread corruption and fraud in condominiums. The controversial Report,
released on February 6, 2017, was in response to a multitude of owner complaints of
fraud and disenfranchisement. The Report diagnosed the following issues: (1)
inaccessible records; (2) association management issues; (3) director conflicts of
interests; (4) ineffective enforcement by the Department of Business and Professional
Regulation (“DBPR”) Division of Condominiums, Timeshares, and Mobile Homes (the
“Division”); and, (5) fraud in board elections. Consequently, the Report seeks legislative
changes to curtail these issues.
The Report argues that the DBPR is ill-equipped to prevent the recurring problems
afflicting associations. Consequently, it seeks a more active role for an already overworked judiciary and criminal justice system. The Report proposed introducing financial
and/or criminal liability for wrongdoing directors, officers, and/or management
companies. The resulting outcry from industry professionals and associations includes
commentary that the Report is somewhat one-sided, does not give due consideration to
DBPR funding issues that impact its enforcement abilities, and makes overly harsh
recommendations attacking volunteer directors, which will increase operating costs and
dissuade board service. The Report counters that those individuals you want running
boards would never engage in criminalized conduct.
SB 1682 and HB 1237 attempt to address the concerns raised by the Report. The main
legislative proposals are as follows:
• Prohibiting Directors serving four consecutive two year terms absent a two-thirds
membership vote approving lengthier service;
• Expediting recall procedures;
• Prohibiting dual legal representation of an association and its management company;
• Prohibiting directors and managers from acquiring foreclosed real estate at a

foreclosure sale or through deed in lieu and prohibiting managers from acquiring more
than 50 percent of the units or any unit subject to an association lien;
• Introducing conflict of interest disclosure requirements and preventing associations
from dealing with companies owned, operated, or associated with directors or any
person with a financial relationship to them;
• Criminalizing knowing and willful prevention of access to the association’s records and
defacement or failure to maintain association accounting records by directors or
management companies;
• Criminalizing knowing and willful fraudulent voting activities in elections;
• Modifying voting suspension rights for delinquencies by requiring at least $1,000 to be
owed and 30 days of notice;
• Requiring the digital posting of certain records for associations with more than
500 units;
• Allowing for private sector Division Arbitrators;
• Adding bids for materials, equipment, or services to the list of records; and,
• Providing official record access to tenants.
The criminal penalties range from misdemeanors (first to third degree) for repeated
failures to provide association records upon authorized request to third degree felonies
for election fraud. Regarding conflicts of interest, the proposed legislation
overlooks protections already in place for interested director transactions under a theory
that permitting any interested director transactions creates a moral hazard—a slippery
slope toward corruption.
SB 1258 and HB 1001 (on no committee agendas at present) proposed to establish
personal financial liability for directors or officers where the board or the Division
determines that the director or officer knowingly violated governing documents or
Chapter 718. The director or officer would be personally liable for increasing civil
penalties based on the number of offenses. SB 1258 and HB 1001 emphasize
deterrents and a Division role, but threaten liability and abuse through board
overreach.
In effect, the bills seek to prevent directors from delaying or undermining rights to
transparency and self-determination, which protect against abuse. While the bills reflect
a positive intention by the legislature to curb abuses, critics assert that these legislative
proposals go too far.

Protections for Homeowners Association Members and Buyers
(HB 295)
In the case of HOAs, HB 295 (also not on any agenda) provides that a member denied
access to records would be entitled to minimum damages of $500 per day for up to 30
days—a significant increase. This amount was troublesome, considering that some
members use records requests as a tool to harass. If a community association manager
is responsible, the member could maintain a cause of action against the manager;
however, manager indemnification of associations is excluded.
The bill eliminates liens for fines in excess of $1,000, modifies triggers for HOA turnover
from the developer, and requires sellers to provide governing documents and budgets
to prospective buyers at least seven days before closing—coupled with termination
rights within three days after receipt, and also would create a cause of action against
developers for enumerated grounds.

Lastly, HB 295 would expand the jurisdiction of the DBPR over homeowners
associations, including the Division arbitration program’s applicability to HOAs; would
require DBPR training programs; and would grant the DBPR the authority to enforce
compliance with Chapter 720. Given the Report’s perceived funding and enforcement
issues with the DBPR, it was interesting that proposed legislation seeks to expand its
role while other legislation attempts to increase the role of the criminal justice system in
lieu of more robust DBPR enforcement. SB 1650 also would expand Division arbitration
for HOAs, bypassing pre-suit mediation.

Regarding Marketable Record Title Act (“MRTA”) Issues (SB 1046
and HB 735)
SB 1046 and HB 735 require mandatory consideration of MRTA preservation issues,
require mandatory periodic public records disclosures, and provide for a new MRTA
preservation procedure.

Amendments and Estate Protections (SB 1186 and SB 950)
SB 1186 intends to change procedures for HOA amendments and incorporate a
restriction on the applicability of rental restriction amendments to pre-existing owners
who do not consent. SB 950 would protect the estate of a deceased owner from fines,
interest, and late fees for certain specified periods.

Regarding Condominium Termination (SB 1520 and HB 7055)
SB 1520 and HB 7055 both enable all homestead owners who reject a plan [for
termination] to receive their original purchase price for their terminated condominium,
not just direct purchasers from a developer, and adopt similar changes to the
approval/rejection termination thresholds, making termination more difficult.
Estoppel Letters (SB 398 and HB 483)
Both would cap and categorize estoppel letter fees under varying circumstances and
require a response to a request for an estoppel certificate within ten business days.
They provide for certain mandatory estoppel disclosures, as well as publication of the
name and contact information of a designated recipient for requests.

Operational Issues, Including Financial Reporting, Fire Safety
Retrofitting, Among Others (SB 744, HB 653, and HB 6027)
Each would require associations with less than 50 units to submit more comprehensive
annual financial reports and would eliminate language preventing condominium
associations from reducing their financial reporting requirements for more than three
consecutive years.
SB 744 and HB 653 have other wide-ranging changes. Language for condominiums: (1)
includes electronic voting records in association official records; (2) clarifies that
associations under 75 feet high are exempt from fire sprinkler/life safety retrofitting; (3)
extends deadlines to opt out or perform fire sprinkler/life safety retrofitting to December
31, 2018; and, (4) allows meeting notice posting on websites. For HOAs specifically: (1)
directors may communicate but not vote on matters via e-mail; (2) mandatory reserve
requirements and voting procedures are overhauled; (3) developers are allowed to

waive reserves for an association’s first two fiscal years but prevents waiver thereafter
without a member vote; (4) language preventing accord and satisfaction in statutorily
compliant allocation of payments is added; and, (5) write-in nominations where there is
no election are prohibited, unless the by-laws require them.

Conclusion
Whether ultimately enacted or not, it is clear that the legislature is attempting to curb
association abuses of power, create stronger penalties and disincentives to wrongful
conduct, and in several cases, address concerns in the Grand Jury Report. Whether the
legislature will fund the criminal justice system or the DBPR to address these abuses is
an entirely different story. Without proper funding for enforcement, the legislature may
simply be doling out a placebo.
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